In the design of mechanisms with elastic joints, leaf-springs are often used. These have a large in-plane stiffness and a relatively small out-of-plane stiffness, which allows the design of elastic joints with a large stiffness in some directions, called the support stiffness, and a small stiffness in the complementary directions in which motion is desired, called the drive stiffness. Examples are a parallel leaf-spring guidance as an approximation for a prismatic joint and a cross-spring pivot as an approximation for a revolute joint. The support stiffness decreases when a joint is deflected from its central position. Also imperfections in the leaf-springs due to lack of flatness or assembly misalignments can have this effect. Residual stresses mainly influence the torsional rigidity of leaf-springs, whereas the influence on the flexural rigidity is non-linear and becomes important near the stability limit. Initial deflections of the order of the thickness of the leaf-springs can already have a significant influence on the support stiffness in the central position.
Introduction
In the design of mechanisms with elastic joints, leaf-springs are often used, which are generally rectangular flat plates of a constant thickness that is much smaller than their in-plane dimensions. They are attached at two opposing sides to sturdy parts between which a relative motion is desired in some directions, the drive directions, whereas the motion in some other directions, the support directions, has to be suppressed. For this splitting, leaf-springs can be used, because they have a large in-plane stiffness and a relatively small out-of-plane stiffness. The large stiffness is called the support stiffness and the small stiffness the drive stiffness. Examples of elastic joints are a parallel leafspring guidance as an approximation of a prismatic joint and a cross-spring pivot as an approximation of a revolute joint.
A commonly used design principle is statically determinate design, 1 also called exact constraint design, 2 in which the type and number of supports match the number of degrees of freedom one would like to suppress. The use of this principle has the advantage that manufacturing imperfections and thermal deformations do not lead to large internal stresses in the mechanism. Leaf-springs have the property that the separation between directions with high stiffness values and directions with low stiffness values only exists for the undeformed plane configuration or for deflections that are much smaller than the thickness of the leaf-spring. This means that the smaller the thickness of the leaf-spring is, which is advantageous for a high ratio of the support stiffness to the drive stiffness, the smaller the deflections are at which the support stiffness starts to drop considerably. Imperfections from the perfectly flat conditions of the leafsprings have a similar effect as deflections. Furthermore, the leaf-spring itself is a statically indeterminate structure, which means that internal stresses may be present in the unloaded case and in particular the in-plane residual stresses may be large.
The main advantage that is often advertised for exact constraint design is that the system is fairly insensitive to manufacturing and assembly inaccuracies. This study examines how far this assertion is true. A parallel leaf-spring guidance is used as an example system to elucidate the qualitative influence of limited flatness of the leaf-springs and residual stresses on the stiffness ratio that is practically achievable. The effect of the overconstraint and the influence of effects of the clamping of the leaf-springs have been considered before 3,4,5 and will not be included in the analysis here.
Influence of lack of flatness of the leaf-springs
To study the influence of lack of flatness, the leaf-springs are modelled as beams with initial deflections in the unloaded case. First, a planar case will be examined and then a spatial case.
Model description
The parallel leaf-spring guidance shown in Fig. 1 has two leaf-springs that are nominally positioned a distance L apart, which connect a base to a shuttle. The leaf-springs have a length l, a width b and a thickness t. A local coordinate system is attached to either leaf-spring which has its origin at the base, its x-axis along the length of the leaf-spring in its nominal configuration at the centroid of its cross-section, its y-axis in the lateral direction and its zaxis perpendicular to the plane of the leaf-spring. In the mechanical model, the leaf-springs are considered as beams. The area A and the central area moments of inertia about the y-axis, I y , and about the z-axis, I z , are
With Young's modulus E, the normal stiffness is EA, whereas the flexural rigidities about the y-axis and z-axis are EI y and EI z , respectively. With the shear modulus G, the torsional rigidity can be approximated by S t = Gbt 3 /3 = 2EI y /(1 + ν), where ν is Poisson's ratio.
The displacement of the leaf-springs w in the z-direction can be approximated, if there is a relative motion between the shuttle and the base and if there are some assumed imperfections and the displacements are small, by
where ξ = x/l and w s is the sum of the initial shuttle displacement w s0 and the functional displacement due to the actuation, w s − w s0 . In the combination of signs, the upper sign is for the left leaf-spring and the lower sign for the right leaf-spring. The initial imperfection consists of a part that has the same shape as the elastic deflection of the leafsprings due to the shuttle displacement and a symmetric part that consists of two third-order polynomials for the lower and the upper part, as in low-order beam elements if each leaf-spring is modelled by two elements. The deflection is measured from the average position of the centre line of the leaf-springs to simplify the analytic expressions. More general shapes of the imperfections can be handled in the same way and lead to qualitatively similar results.
Planar case
In the planar model, the influence of the displacement and the imperfections on the axial support stiffness, that is, the stiffness for forces in the global x-direction applied at the centre of compliance, is examined. The support stiffness against an in-plane moment can be directly derived from this axial stiffness; if the axial stiffness is S x , the rotational stiffness is S ψ = L 2 S x /4. The drive stiffness and the support stiffness in the central, undeflected, perfect state can be obtained from standard deflection formulas for beams as (u s is the displacement in the x-direction of the shuttle)
so their ratio is l 2 /t 2 . For a large value of this ratio, the slenderness should be made as large as allowable from other considerations, such as the stability limit or, as we shall see further on, the influence of imperfections. Due to the deflection, there is a parasitic axial displacement, which can be calculated as, if only terms that are quadratic in the displacement are included,
Here, a prime denotes a derivative with respect to the dimensionless coordinate ξ. For the calculation of the support stiffness in the deflected and imperfect state, two cases are considered. In one case the shuttle is force-driven and the actuation force remains constant if an axial load is applied; the shuttle displacement can change. In the other case, the shuttle is displacement-driven and the displacement is constant, but the actuation force is adjusted by the displacement control. Intermediate cases can be considered, too. 5 The additional bending moment due to a vertical force, F x , on the shuttle and possibly an increment in the driving force, ΔF z , is
The rotation of the leaf-spring,
is zero, as it should be. The possible additional shuttle displacement is
In the displacement-driven case, this additional displacement is zero, so whereas in the force-driven case, the additional displacement is given by Eq. (7) with ΔF z = 0. The displacement in the x-direction due to the force F x is calculated as
The total compliance becomes 
for the force-driven case and displacement-driven case, respectively. We see that an initial displacement of the order of the thickness of the leaf-spring can reduce the stiffness by a factor of nearly 2.5. For the displacement-driven case, the influence of the shuttle displacement is reduced by a factor of 85, while the influence of the symmetric displacement described by the amplitude w 0 remains the same. The decrease in stiffness with increasing initial, symmetric deflections and shuttle displacement is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The ratio of the drive stiffness and the support stiffness for zero shuttle displacement is
This ratio can be decreased by decreasing the thickness of the leaf-springs, but for a fixed value of the initial deflections, this ratio cannot be reduced below a value that is independent of the thickness.
Spatial case
As a spatial case, the compliance of the parallel leaf-spring guidance in the lateral direction is considered. The shuttle is loaded by a force F y in the y-direction at its centre of compliance. For the case with zero shuttle displacement and perfect leaf-springs, the nominal compliance is the sum of a contribution of the bending of the leaf-springs about their z-axes and a contribution of the shear deformation in the y-direction, so
where k y is the shear correction coefficient in the y-direction. The contribution of the shear can be significant if b/l is not small: for b/l = 0.57, the contribution of the shear is about the same as the contribution of the bending. The additional lateral compliance when the shuttle is deflected or imperfections in the leaf-springs are present mainly stems from the torsion of the leaf-springs. Owing to the decoupling of the lateral linearized motion from the in-plane motion, there is no difference in lateral compliance between the force-driven case and the displacementdriven case. The additional compliance in the lateral direction due to shuttle displacement and initial deflections of the leaf-springs can be calculated by considering the moments and forces on a leaf-spring as shown in Fig. 3 . The same deflection Eq. (2) is used. The torsional moment at a position with dimensionless coordinate ξ is approximately given by
Here, M x0 is a constant torsion moment that is introduced to make the rotation of the shuttle zero; this rotation is
so
This moment has the opposite sign in the right and the left leaf-spring, so there is no nett moment on the shuttle. The additional lateral displacement due to the torsion is calculated as
The term with the combination of signs cancels out in the lateral displacement for the shuttle. By substituting the expression for the torsional rigidity S t , and adding the compliance in Eq. (12), the total compliance in the lateral direction is found as
In this case, the relative influence of the deflections on the lateral compliance is reduced by a factor b 2 /l 2 in comparison with the results for the planar case. This difference can be attributed to the higher compliance in the perfect case without deflections. An example of the drop of lateral stiffness for several values of the initial deflection as a function of the shuttle displacement is shown in Fig. 4 . The ratio of the drive stiffness and the support stiffness is
This ratio can be decreased by decreasing the thickness of the leaf-springs as well as increasing their widths, but also in the spatial case, this ratio has a lower bound for fixed values of the initial deflections. 
Residual stresses
For the investigation of the influence of pre-stress on the stiffness of the leaf-springs, a residual axial stress distribution
is assumed, where σ x0 is the residual axial stress, ε x0 the corresponding strain and σ 0 the maximal residual compressive stress at the edges of the leaf-spring. The residual stresses form an equilibrium stress state with zero stress resultants. In order to investigate the influence of the pre-stress on the torsional rigidity of the leaf-spring, a displacement field
is assumed, where ε x1 as a constant axial strain, which is introduced to make the axial stress resultant zero, and ϕ is the rotation of the cross-section. With the specific torsion angle κ x = dϕ/dx, the strain field for the total axial strain is
Here, we have put ε x1 = −b 2 κ 2 /24 and neglected the dependence on the small z-coordinate. This strain field together with the shear strains resulting from the linear torsion yields the potential energy per unit of length,
The terms quadratic in κ x vanish at the critical pre-stress,
This critical stress is proportional to the square of the thickness of the leaf-spring, so reducing the thickness lowers the critical stress, which puts a limit to this reduction. For σ 0 < σ 0,cr , the straight configuration is stable and the effective linear stiffness depends linearly on the level of pre-stress, If the critical level of pre-stress is reached, the effective linear torsional rigidity becomes zero. For larger levels of pre-stress, the straight configuration is unstable and a pair of buckled configurations is formed, for which
which results in the effective torsional rigidity
So, in the buckled state, the torsional rigidity increases with increased levels of pre-stress. It should be noted that these expressions for the effective torsional rigidity do not take the boundary conditions into account. Figure 5 shows the relative change of the effective torsional rigidity with varying levels of pre-stress. The increase of the torsional rigidity in the buckled state is of limited practical interest, as asymmetric bending will further reduce the support stiffness in the lateral direction. The pre-stress has no direct influence on the flexural rigidity of the leaf-spring. Only for stresses larger than a critical stress, there is an influence on the flexural and axial rigidity. For positive values of σ 0 , the torsional instability will be reached first, but for negative values, symmetric buckling may occur. This is accompanied by a reduced effective flexural and axial rigidity, which will influence the drive stiffness as well as the in-plane support stiffness.
Conclusions
Imperfections of the size of the order of the thickness of a leaf-spring can considerably reduce its in-plane stiffness, as can deflections of the same order of magnitude. The relative reduction is the largest for the axial stiffness, as the stiffness for the perfectly flat and straight leaf-spring is the highest. For a given level of imperfections, decreasing the thickness of the leaf-spring cannot increase the ratio of support stiffness to drive stiffness beyond a definite limit. These properties have been illustrated by a parallel leaf-spring mechanism loaded in its plane and in the lateral direction.
Residual stresses mainly influence the torsional rigidity of a leaf-spring. The increased torsional rigidity for very large levels of pre-stress or for a very small thickness in the buckled state is of limited practical value as a consequence of asymmetric bending. Pre-stresses can influence the flexural rigidity only if the critical stress for buckling is surpassed.
